Software as
a Service

Web Site Services:
– Website development
– Website design & branding
– Search Engine Optimisation
Software as a Service:
– Windows & mobile applications
– Report writing & data analysis
– Continual care packages
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Software as
a Services

Our Cloud team combines the
skills of our hardware and software
engineers who can develop and
deliver your business applications
on your mobile, tablet and PC.

Focus on SharePoint

Creating applications to support your business

As businesses develop in
scale and complexity their
need to manage information
and share it with key partners
grows exponentially. Business
units can span geographic
locations and information is
constantly being produced and
consumed. When information
silos are opened up, rapid
and intuitive information
discovery can assist better
decision-making and increased
productivity.

Our Software Department allows us to provide clients with a bespoke
solution to the particular frustrations that businesses invariably
experience using off-the-shelf software. This can be aimed at driving
efficiency, increasing revenues or helping to reinforce or determine
the culture of the business.

SharePoint is a powerful tool
which we have customised for
business uses as diverse as an
internal information portal for
an insurance broker, through to
a project collaboration tool for
Oil and Gas engineering teams
across the globe.

Certificate No.
FS 579784

Certificate No.
IS 579785

Be it a new or updated website, a new application to help run your
business or a mobile solution to help you stay in touch whilst away
from the office, we pride ourselves on establishing a close working
relationship to understand our clients’ needs. We therefore strive
to provide software that is easy and intuitive to use, does what it is
needed to do and offers a speedy return on the investment made.
Once the solution has been delivered, our aim is to continue working
with you to ensure that the solution remains fit-for-purpose. As the
demands of your business change, we are there to support the
software and provide agreed updates and enhancements to allow
your software to adapt accordingly.

